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There is a time for everything,There is a time for everything,
and a season for every activityand a season for every activity
under the heavens: a time to beunder the heavens: a time to be
born and a time to die, a time toborn and a time to die, a time to
plant and a time to uproot, aplant and a time to uproot, a
time to kill and a time to heal, atime to kill and a time to heal, a
time to tear down and a time totime to tear down and a time to
build, a time to weep and a timebuild, a time to weep and a time
to laugh, a time to mourn and ato laugh, a time to mourn and a
time to dance, a time to scattertime to dance, a time to scatter
stones and a time to gatherstones and a time to gather
them, a time to embrace and athem, a time to embrace and a
time to refrain from embracing, a time to search and a time to give up, a time totime to refrain from embracing, a time to search and a time to give up, a time to
keep and a time to throw away, a time to tear and a time to mend, a time to bekeep and a time to throw away, a time to tear and a time to mend, a time to be
silent and a time to speak, a time to love and a time to hate, a time for war and asilent and a time to speak, a time to love and a time to hate, a time for war and a
time for peace. ECCL. 3:1-8time for peace. ECCL. 3:1-8

In the middle of my message I had a conversation with myself, “Ben, YOU AREIn the middle of my message I had a conversation with myself, “Ben, YOU ARE
RUSTY!”  I got done with the message and felt like I had presented itRUSTY!”  I got done with the message and felt like I had presented it
poorly.  Speaking to folks socially distanced in masks in person waspoorly.  Speaking to folks socially distanced in masks in person was
challenging. In addition, knowing I wasn’t going to warmly converse with themchallenging. In addition, knowing I wasn’t going to warmly converse with them
afterward in my usual manner left me feeling a bit out of sync! afterward in my usual manner left me feeling a bit out of sync! 

I will admit I was concerned it was just me and that COVID-19 had completelyI will admit I was concerned it was just me and that COVID-19 had completely
obliterated my ability to preach and socialize normally. I am not alone though. Iobliterated my ability to preach and socialize normally. I am not alone though. I
have had many, many conversations on the phone and listened as folks havehave had many, many conversations on the phone and listened as folks have
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stated they felt that COVID had destroyed normal life functions. For example,stated they felt that COVID had destroyed normal life functions. For example,
when we see a person we know in the grocery store our conversation is rushed,when we see a person we know in the grocery store our conversation is rushed,
clunky and awkward. Throw in the complication of reading facial expressionsclunky and awkward. Throw in the complication of reading facial expressions
through a mask and an odd mumbled phrase or two and we are blessed not tothrough a mask and an odd mumbled phrase or two and we are blessed not to
have fist-fights in the parking lot near the CART CORRAL!have fist-fights in the parking lot near the CART CORRAL!

And…, are you ever wondering why you are exhausted when you are not certainAnd…, are you ever wondering why you are exhausted when you are not certain
you accomplished anything in the previous hour?you accomplished anything in the previous hour?

Take heart today. You are not alone. As we continue to pivot during uncertainTake heart today. You are not alone. As we continue to pivot during uncertain
times let me share a few suggestions to help us through:times let me share a few suggestions to help us through:

1. Continue to give grace to others and to yourself. Being kind and patient with1. Continue to give grace to others and to yourself. Being kind and patient with
yourself and with others is HUGE.  So you have brain fog. Laugh. So THEY haveyourself and with others is HUGE.  So you have brain fog. Laugh. So THEY have
brain fog, …. Laugh together. It is OKAY. Just as muscle memory comes back tobrain fog, …. Laugh together. It is OKAY. Just as muscle memory comes back to
us, social muscle memory will too!us, social muscle memory will too!

2. Start managing that schedule wisely. Life moves at a different pace during2. Start managing that schedule wisely. Life moves at a different pace during
COVID. What does that imply to your work schedule?  For instance, two-hourCOVID. What does that imply to your work schedule?  For instance, two-hour
long ZOOM meetings should be followed up with 30 minutes of rest, relaxation orlong ZOOM meetings should be followed up with 30 minutes of rest, relaxation or
fun activity. Studies show that our brains are MORE taxed by “online” meetingsfun activity. Studies show that our brains are MORE taxed by “online” meetings
than “in person” meetings. than “in person” meetings. 

3. Create.  It’s important to incorporate creativity that is DIFFERENT into your3. Create.  It’s important to incorporate creativity that is DIFFERENT into your
routine. Think of it as CREATIVE CROSS TRAINING. Over time, you’ll notice youroutine. Think of it as CREATIVE CROSS TRAINING. Over time, you’ll notice you
have better and quicker solutions to complex issues and and/or workhave better and quicker solutions to complex issues and and/or work
interactions.interactions.

4. Counseling  It is OK to raise your hand and say, "I need a check up.” The4. Counseling  It is OK to raise your hand and say, "I need a check up.” The
conference office has resources available to aid if you just want to talk through aconference office has resources available to aid if you just want to talk through a
rough patch. Let us help you get to the best you again.  rough patch. Let us help you get to the best you again.  

Everything about this season has been unique and “unprecedented". Everything about this season has been unique and “unprecedented". 
But those designations need not ONLY be said in NEGATIVE tones. Look for theBut those designations need not ONLY be said in NEGATIVE tones. Look for the
blessings in the midst of this. What NEW solution, ministry advancement, orblessings in the midst of this. What NEW solution, ministry advancement, or
family memory will be traced back to these days?  family memory will be traced back to these days?  

On the journey with you,On the journey with you,

Supt. BenSupt. Ben

Resilient Pastor webinar and freeResilient Pastor webinar and free
resources from Brotherhoodresources from Brotherhood
Mutual.Mutual.

During this webinar a panel ofDuring this webinar a panel of
pastoral care experts discusspastoral care experts discuss
stress, expectations, and findingstress, expectations, and finding
resiliency in ministry. The webinarresiliency in ministry. The webinar

focuses on overcoming weariness, pacing yourself to maintainfocuses on overcoming weariness, pacing yourself to maintain
fruitfulness, developing a gap plan to re-energize your family andfruitfulness, developing a gap plan to re-energize your family and
ministry, and so much more.ministry, and so much more.

Panelists are Denny Howard, Director of Counseling and Coaching, FullPanelists are Denny Howard, Director of Counseling and Coaching, Full
Strength Network; Jimmy Dodd, CEO and Founder, PastorServe; andStrength Network; Jimmy Dodd, CEO and Founder, PastorServe; and
Linda Kline, Founder and Pastoral Director, Psalm One Ministries.Linda Kline, Founder and Pastoral Director, Psalm One Ministries.

Several free resources are included that we hope you’ll find helpful andSeveral free resources are included that we hope you’ll find helpful and



encouraging.encouraging.

Click here to access webinar and free resourcesClick here to access webinar and free resources

Rev. Peter Wan has donated KN95 masks forRev. Peter Wan has donated KN95 masks for
pastors.pastors.

If you would like to receive a box of 20 (whileIf you would like to receive a box of 20 (while
supplies last), please contact the conferencesupplies last), please contact the conference
office at: gatewayfmc@sbcglobal.netoffice at: gatewayfmc@sbcglobal.net
and we will be glad to mail you a box.and we will be glad to mail you a box.

Thank you Rev. Wan!Thank you Rev. Wan!

New forms from FMCUSA for mortgagingNew forms from FMCUSA for mortgaging
and selling propertyand selling property

The FMCUSA has new forms for permission toThe FMCUSA has new forms for permission to
mortgage property and selling property (releasemortgage property and selling property (release
to sell) along with revisions to the process andto sell) along with revisions to the process and

guidelines.guidelines.

Click here to access formsClick here to access forms

The Marston Memorial HistoricalThe Marston Memorial Historical
Center houses materialCenter houses material
documenting the history of thedocumenting the history of the
Free Methodist Church. Some ofFree Methodist Church. Some of
these materials have been placedthese materials have been placed
online for people doing research,online for people doing research,
interested in Free Methodistinterested in Free Methodist
history or needing inspiration.history or needing inspiration.
Filled with publications, helpfulFilled with publications, helpful
resources, collections, ebooks, theresources, collections, ebooks, the
latest newsletters and much morelatest newsletters and much more
there is a wide variety ofthere is a wide variety of
information available.information available.
Visit Visit https://buff.ly/2Z4Edh5https://buff.ly/2Z4Edh5 to to
view these resources!view these resources!

Our Resourcing Day has beenOur Resourcing Day has been
cancelled.cancelled.

The Ordination Service has beenThe Ordination Service has been
rescheduled and will be held inrescheduled and will be held in
conjunction with 2021 Leadershipconjunction with 2021 Leadership
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Summit.Summit.

More information and dates forMore information and dates for
Leadership Summit coming soon!Leadership Summit coming soon!

On Freedom Sunday, churches all aroundOn Freedom Sunday, churches all around
the world come together as a united,the world come together as a united,
hope-filled, justice-driven communityhope-filled, justice-driven community
seeking to end modern slavery. We startseeking to end modern slavery. We start
with prayer, lament, learning, dialogue,with prayer, lament, learning, dialogue,
and worship to inform and catalyze ourand worship to inform and catalyze our
response to this global tragedy. Freedomresponse to this global tragedy. Freedom
Sunday is more than a day. It’s more thanSunday is more than a day. It’s more than
a worship service. Freedom Sunday is aa worship service. Freedom Sunday is a
movement of hope.movement of hope.

Freedom Sunday this year will be differentFreedom Sunday this year will be different
from years past.from years past.

Because of Covid-19, we are encouragingBecause of Covid-19, we are encouraging
churches to participate any Sunday from September 2020 through Lentchurches to participate any Sunday from September 2020 through Lent
2021. We realize that some churches may need extra time to gather2021. We realize that some churches may need extra time to gather
again and refocus.again and refocus.

For the first time this year, For the first time this year, we will have resources in Spanish!we will have resources in Spanish! We will We will
also have more resources than ever before.also have more resources than ever before.

Click here for more information or to registerClick here for more information or to register

IMPORTANT NOTICE ON WIRELESSIMPORTANT NOTICE ON WIRELESS
MICROPHONESMICROPHONES

--- AND HOW TO MAKE A--- AND HOW TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE AROUND THE WORLDDIFFERENCE AROUND THE WORLD

THOUGH MMITHOUGH MMI
 

The spectrum in the 600 MHz band has beenThe spectrum in the 600 MHz band has been
repurposed due to the move to 5G. Wirelessrepurposed due to the move to 5G. Wireless
microphones operating at the frequency must ceasemicrophones operating at the frequency must cease

operation by July 31, 2020. In addition, wireless microphones are prohibited fromoperation by July 31, 2020. In addition, wireless microphones are prohibited from
operating in the 700 MHz band, which is reserved for public service entities suchoperating in the 700 MHz band, which is reserved for public service entities such
as police, fire and emergency services, as well as for some commercial wirelessas police, fire and emergency services, as well as for some commercial wireless
broadband service providers.broadband service providers.
 
Wireless microphones and wireless devices similar to wireless mics, including in-Wireless microphones and wireless devices similar to wireless mics, including in-
ear monitors, audio instrument links and cueing equipment will be affected by theear monitors, audio instrument links and cueing equipment will be affected by the
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new bandwidth regulations. Antenna connections and power sources will also benew bandwidth regulations. Antenna connections and power sources will also be
impacted. According to the FCC, the best way to determine whether your currentimpacted. According to the FCC, the best way to determine whether your current
wireless microphone system will be impacted is to contact the manufacturer towireless microphone system will be impacted is to contact the manufacturer to
determine what frequency is being used.determine what frequency is being used.
 
Compliance is especially important if you are considering a purchase of a newCompliance is especially important if you are considering a purchase of a new
wireless microphone system or upgrading a current system. If you are purchasingwireless microphone system or upgrading a current system. If you are purchasing
a new system now, be sure it meets the new regulations, not the ones currentlya new system now, be sure it meets the new regulations, not the ones currently
being phased out. Failure to comply could also result in fines or criminalbeing phased out. Failure to comply could also result in fines or criminal
penalties. (Up to $5000.00 per offense)penalties. (Up to $5000.00 per offense)
 
Take steps today to determine whether your system will meet new complianceTake steps today to determine whether your system will meet new compliance
standards and, if not, what you need to do to be compliant before the deadline.standards and, if not, what you need to do to be compliant before the deadline.
AND… send your OLD system to the Gateway Conference office, 1501 ChicagoAND… send your OLD system to the Gateway Conference office, 1501 Chicago
Drive, Greenville, IL 62246. Men’s Ministry International will send your old systemDrive, Greenville, IL 62246. Men’s Ministry International will send your old system
to FM ministries in Africa, the Middle East, and Central America.  to FM ministries in Africa, the Middle East, and Central America.  
 
 
LINKS: (changeover date is July 13)LINKS: (changeover date is July 13)
 
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/operation-wireless-microphones
 
(Further explanation of the issue)(Further explanation of the issue)
https://www.avisystems.com/blog/5-things-to-know-about-new-regulations-for-
wireless-mics
 
(Church specific)(Church specific)
http://www.bpnews.net/51019/churches-must-abandon-600mhz-wireless-sound-
systems
 
https://www.behindthemixer.com/wireless-microphones-600-mhz-fcc-ban
 
/https://www.thechristianrecorder.com/are-your-church-microphones-illegal/

Upcoming Events

20202020
September 4-6-Durley Senior Teen WeekendSeptember 4-6-Durley Senior Teen Weekend
September 26-Trailblazer Day CampSeptember 26-Trailblazer Day Camp

October is Pastor Appreciation Month!October is Pastor Appreciation Month!

Learn
More

The Gateway Conference Office exists to
energize and equip pastors and lay
leaders to M.O.V.E.:
Mission Assessment
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